Abstract. In this article we discuss what happens when we consider a convolution operator whose kernel is a Calderón-Zygmund kernel multiplied by a bounded radial function. Some generalizations are obtained.
because H could be so rough. Nevertheless, we shall prove the somewhat stronger theorem below, whose theme is that smoothness in the radial direction for a convolution kernel is unnecessary in order to have the boundedness of the corresponding operator.
Theorem, (a) Suppose that for each r > 0, we are given a function ür defined on S"~x in such a way that the family {ßr} is uniformly in the Dini class (i.e., if u*(8) = sup{|ßr(*) -ßr(.y)|: x, y E Sn~l, \x -y\ < 8, r > 0), then fx0u*(8)d8/8 < oo) and also fs.-i iïr(x)do(x) = 0. Let
(b) Suppose in part (a) we replace the Dini class by a Lipschitz class of some positive order. Then \\H * f\\p < Cp\\f\\p, 1 < p < oo.
At this point, we would like to remark that in this work, we were very much motivated by the work of E. M. Stein on maximal spherical averages (see [3] ).
Proof of (a). We estimate the Fourier transform of H:
JR" \x\ Jq r
Let us get an estimate for [ß, (x')do(x')]A(£). By the spherical symmetry we may assume £ = (|£|, 0, 0, ..., 0).
Then if S, = {(xx, x2, . . . , xn) G S"~x: xx = t), we have
where do9_2 is the unit of surface area on the sphere Scos9. Changing variables this becomes / eWf ür(t)do>_2(t)-A==ds
(dasn_2 the unit of area on Ss) where we have changed variables so that the inner integral is taken over a unit sphere, S"~2. If we set
2We warn the reader that in some inequalities we have ignored unimportant multiplicative constants. Now, in order to prove an Lp estimate 1 < p < oo, we shall view the singular integral as roughly speaking, a singular integral along a curve, using the methods of Nagel, Rivière and Wainger [2] .
Consider the operators Ta, for a complex, defined by TJ = /a(/* H(x)/\x\a), where IJJ)(Q = \t\~°f{&-We shall first observe that if -n < Re a < +17, Ta is bounded on L2(R"). Then for 0 < Re a < tj, if we can show that Ta is bounded on all LP(R"), 1 < p < 00, by Stein's interpolation theorem, that F0 is bounded on all the classes Lp. assuming \y\ = 1.
Then we observe that Ha(8x) = 8 ~"Ha(x) where Ha differs from Ha only in the way the family 0r is parameterized; to* is invariant in the passage from Ha to Ha so that it is indeed enough to prove («):
H=c. " W"01 * kr+a This concludes the proof of (b).
